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Enter, Night
2020-10-20

a murderous madman plans to resurrect an ancient monster buried beneath a small
canadian town in this chilling novel for fans of joe hill it s 1972 and there are
some new arrivals to the remote mining village of parr s landing the recently
widowed christina parr and her brother in law jeremy are the first to show up both
fled town years ago because of the same woman but for ultimately different dark
reasons they weren t expecting a warm welcome upon their homecoming but they had
nowhere else to turn meanwhile dr billy lightning is searching for clues to prove
the grisly death of his anthropologist father was not an accident but the police
aren t likely to be helpful to someone like him then there s richard weal with his
long hair and cowboy hat the disheveled man looks like a hippie but the contents of
his hockey bag will show he s anything but peaceful he has cut a bloody path across
the country to answer a powerful supernatural call in a cave near bradley lake there
slumbers a three hundred year old horror that urgently wants to be released
skillfully brings to mind the classic works of stephen king and robert mccammon
christopher rice new york times bestselling author of the burning girl series rowe
rescues the modern vampire novel from its current state of mediocrity with his dead
on portrayal of the gothic small town rich characters and deeply frightening story
read enter night with the lights on susie moloney bestselling author of the thirteen

October
2020-10-20

a bullied teen mistakenly summons a powerful demon in this dark fantasy for fans of
robert r mccammon by the author of enter night dark secrets run deep in the isolated
rural town of auburn ontario but everyone knows about mikey childress sixteen year
old mikey isn t like the other boys who play hockey and chase girls he s skinny
wears black reads horror novels listens to madonna and idolizes hollywood actresses
he s different and the bullies at school won t let him forget it only his best
friend wroxy has any idea of the depths of mikey s pain and how desperately he
desires to be loved and not even wroxy knows what mikey s truly capable of until one
night when his abusers go too far then all the pain and loneliness inside mikey push
him to make a pact with evil to bring vengeance down upon his enemies being a
teenager had been a nightmare before but soon mikey unleashes something that will
make it hell on earth rowe s talent shines through in this terrifying story of
social persecution black magic and desire gone horribly wrong lee thomas bram stoker
and lambda literary award winning author michael rowe is one of those writers who
can swing from the eloquent prose of a peter straub to the brutality of a richard
laymon monster librarian

Wild Fell
2020-10-20

an unforgettable contemporary ghost story in the tradition of henry james s the turn
of the screw from the award winning author of october rising from the fog over the
waters of devil s lake blackmore island is home to the infamous summerhouse called
wild fell a sinister past lies within its walls and rumors of teenagers disappearing
nearby have become the stuff of local legend the townspeople do their best to avoid
the place and no one has lived there for over fifty years until now jameson browning
is ready for a break from all the drama in his life when he discovers an ad in the
newspaper for a turn of the century estate on a private island in georgian bay it s
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a good location and the price is a steal how could he say no except something is
waiting inside the house for jameson ready to show him his senses can t always be
trusted and the past isn t always gone forever a novel for lovers of fine
storytelling a book that evokes terrors both ancient and modern wild fell is
supernatural fiction of the highest order clive barker author of the scarlet gospels
deeply textured richly imagined and with characters that leap from the book wild
fell is an atmospheric ghost story that grips from the first page a fine novel that
is destined to become a classic tim lebbon new york times bestselling author of the
relics series

Moneybags
2007-06-17

in the early 1980 s a violent kidnapping leaves several people dead on the c o canal
towpath near georgetown washington d c several days later a parachutist is found
dead hanging upside down from a tree in the virginia countryside the two events seem
unrelated especially to will mackenzie the man who discovers the dead parachutist
while walking his dog mackenzie a viet nam veteran is familiar with parachutes but
is puzzled by the color of the parachute as well as the color of the parachutists
clothing all colors are black and the face of the dead man is covered in black
camouflage additional black parachutes are found by his dog nearby but these are
attached to heavy black duffle bags a wrapped packet of hundred dollar bills is
partially exposed next to a small rip in one of the bags this discovery could change
his life as he is struggling to recover from alcoholism and depression problems that
have caused him to lose his job his family and his friends faced with a choice of
reporting his gruesome find to the authorities or keeping the bags that may hold a
great deal of money mackenzie takes the duffle bags to his mountain cabin to examine
their contents without being disturbed he is unaware that his lucky find is part of
a large ransom payment mackenzies decision to keep the moneybags triggers a trail of
violence as killers from the mafia a d c drug gang and a colombian drug cartel form
an unholy alliance to search for the missing ransom the cast of characters includes
the veteran who is trying to rebuild his life and a woman of wealth privilege and
power who find each other as they attempt to escape the tentacles of a billion
dollar drug empire a corrupt deputy sheriff and a philanthropist with a secret stand
in their way

The Canadian Fantastic in Focus
2014-12-12

bringing together papers presented at the academic conference on canadian science
fiction and fantasy from 2005 to 2013 this collection of essays includes veronica
hollinger s keynote address the body on the slab and robert runte s aurora award
winning paper why i read canadian speculative fiction along with 15 other
contributions on science fiction and fantasy literature television and music by
canadian creators authors discussed include charles de lint nalo hopkinson tanya
huff esther rochon peter watts and robert charles wilson essays on the television
show supernatural and the scott pilgrim comics series are also included

The Delphi Room
2013-09-15

welcome to the afterlife a daring and original feat of the imagination transporting
readers to an alternative reality that reflects our own nancy richler author of the
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imposter bride is it possible to find love after you ve died and gone to hell for
oddball misfits velvet and brinkley the answer just might be yes after velvet hangs
herself and winds up trapped in a bedroom she believes is hell she comes in contact
with brinkley the man trapped next door through mirrors that hang in each of their
rooms these disturbed cinephiles watch the past of the other unfold the dark past
that has led to their present circumstances as their bond grows and they struggle to
figure out the tragic puzzles of their lives and deaths velvet and brinkley are in
for more surprises by turns quirky harrowing funny and surreal the delphi room
explores the nature of reality and the possibilities of love a clever novel with a
unique approach the delphi room both challenges and entertains the characters are
full of life painted with an emotional depth and affirming the wild complexity that
is the human condition quill quire a surreal visual journey through the unknown the
book stylist

Tell My Sorrows to the Stones
2013-08-15

stories of suspense sorrow and horror by the bram stoker award winning new york
times bestselling author of ararat a circus clown willing to give anything to be
funny a spectral gunslinger who must teach a young boy to defend the ones he loves a
lonely widower making a farewell tour of the places that meant the world to his late
wife a faded hollywood actress out to deprive her ex husband of his prize possession
these are just some of the characters to be found in tell my sorrows to the stones a
remarkable collection of short fiction by one of today s literary masters of
darkness some of my editor friends tell me that horror fiction is finally starting
to make a comeback if that s true writers like christopher golden are a big part of
the reason george r r martin

Get Katja
2014-03-18

this fast paced madcap caper story is a worthy sequel to the author s fireball award
winning industrial crime thriller katja from the punk band publishers weekly after
escaping the work island she once called home katja is free and on the mainland but
when she finally comes out of hiding she finds herself hunted by debt collectors mad
surgeons and a corrupt detective all of whom will stop at nothing to claim her for
their own and behind this scramble for katja lies the twisted mind of an old
adversary desperate to have his revenge replete with dark humor and careening action
get katja continues the critically acclaimed adventures of this industrial punk
crime thriller by the author of pretty little things to fill up the void nothing is
inflammable and i o

Stories from the Plague Years
2012-12-15

from the author of the bram stoker award winning dawn song the kind of horror that
gets under your skin and picks away at your brain tor com stories from the plague
years is the first fiction collection from award winning fantasy author michael
marano nine tales arranged in a haunting symphony that guide readers through a tour
of the darkest landscapes of human existence here fury and hate grow so strong they
cannot be held within one man s body and manifest themselves to devastating effect
cities contain second unseen cities populated by the vengeful ghosts of those who
died too soon countries fall to famine and war but these are also the tales of love
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lasting beyond death love existing beyond all hope and friendships never forgotten
within are the widely praised stories winter requiem the siege and the controversial
burden as well as two original novellas including the shirley jackson award
nominated displacement marano acclaimed for his evocative voice paints lush
portraits both terrifying and tender injecting even the darkest of fantasies with a
punk rock sensibility and a touch of the humane with stories from the plague years
he presents snapshots of a time when our world collided with evil sickness and self
destruction and left behind lasting scars on those who dared to survive few horror
authors are better equipped to write about madness than marano with an expansive
vocabulary a tenacious commitment to poetic prose and a willingness to follow
whatever discursive paths his whim takes marano is an acquired taste but without
doubt possessed of a unique talent booklist

Michael Rowe
2003

a significant figure in the development of contemporary applied art in england
michael rowe b 1948 is a artist and designer in metal this book covers his extensive
career illustrating the innovative approach to concept and form found in his work

Remember Why You Fear Me
2012-10-15

twenty short stories from the surreal to the horrific from dark fantasy to black
humor by the world fantasy award winning author a terrific collection sf site
deliciously frightening darkly satirical and always unexpected robert shearman has
won the world fantasy award the british fantasy award the shirley jackson award and
the edge hill reader s prize remember why you fear me gathers together his best dark
fiction the most celebrated stories from his acclaimed books and ten new tales that
have never been collected before in this collection you will read of a woman who
rejects her husband s heart and gives it back to him still beating in a plastic box
a little boy who betrays his father to the harsh mercies of santa claus a widower
who suspects his dead wife s face is growing over his own and a man who goes to hell
where he finds he s roommate to the ghost of hitler s dog also lurking in these
pages are giant spiders killer angels ghost cat photography and the haunted house at
the center of the garden of eden

Science, Technology, and Society
2012-12-06

david d kumar and daryl e chubin we live in an information age technology abounds
information tech nology communication technology learning technology as a once
popular song went something s happening here but it s just not exactly clear the
world appears to be a smaller less remote place we live in it but we are not
necessarily closely tied to it we lack a satisfactory understanding of it so we are
left with a paradox in an information age information alone will neither inform nor
improve us as citizens nor our democracy society or in stitutions no improvement
will take some effort it is a heavy burden to be reflective indeed analytical and
disciplined but only constructively constrained by different perspectives the
science based technology that makes for the complexity contro versy and uncertainty
of life sows the seeds of understanding in science technology and society sts as it
is known encompasses a hybrid area of scholarship now nearly three decades old as d
r sarewitz a former geologist now congressional staffer and an author put it after
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all the important and often controversial policy dilemmas posed by issues such as
nuclear energy toxic waste disposal global climate change or biotech nology cannot
be resolved by authoritative scientific knowledge instead they must involve a
balancing of technical considerations with other criteria that are explicitly
nonscientific ethics esthetics equity ideology trade offs must be made in light of
inevitable uncertainties sarewitz 1996 p 182

Ragged
2022-04-19

the wind in the willows meets fargo in this gripping tale of murder and revenge in a
tight knit community of woodland animals in a feral twist on crime fiction cal a
mutt with a criminal past must step back into the world of animal violence to avenge
the death of his wife and protect his pups from the inherent darkness of nature his
journey leads him out of the woods and into the dump where he spent his youth a dump
run by maurice and his ferocious gang of rats weasels stoats murderers all cal has
to face up to his past to save his children and protect the woods from the violence
on the borders meanwhile the woodland community is fraying at the seams as talk of
infection and sickness is spreading like wildfire anyone could be rabid and turn
violent at a moment s notice and the local trader that should be bringing much
needed supplies to the community has vanished with a long winter ahead and their
protector the great brown bear asleep on the mountainside can the town stop their
own fears destroying them

The Advocate
2005-08-30

the advocate is a lesbian gay bisexual transgender lgbt monthly newsmagazine
established in 1967 it is the oldest continuing lgbt publication in the united
states

Clarissa
2016-10-13

writing for the joy of her two grandchildren the author tries to combine everyday
life with humor

The Freya Project
2016-07-31

this book introduces contemporary buddhists from across asia and from various walks
of life eschewing traditional hagiographies the editors have collected sixty six
profiles of individuals who would be excluded from most buddhist histories and
ethnographies in addition to monks and nuns readers will encounter artists
psychologists social workers part time priests healers and librarians as well as
charlatans hucksters profiteers and rabble rousers all whose lives reflect changes
in modern buddhism even as they themselves shape the course of these changes the
editors and contributors are fundamentally concerned with how individual buddhists
make meaning and display this understanding to others some practitioners profiled
look to the past lamenting the transformations buddhism has undergone in recent
times while others embrace these some have adopted a new asceticism while others are
eager to explore different religious traditions as they think about their own ways
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of being buddhist arranging the profiles according to these themes looking backward
forward inward and outward reveals the value of studying individual buddhists and
their idiosyncratic religious backgrounds and attitudes thus highlighting the
diversity of approaches to the practice and study of buddhism in asia today students
and teachers will welcome sections on further readings and additional tables of
contents that organize the profiles thematically as well as by tradition theravada
mahayana vajrayana region and country

Figures of Buddhist Modernity in Asia
2006-09-15

this compelling collection provides important insight into the human dimensions of
health care and health policy scott a strassels american journal of health system
pharmacy

Narrative Matters
2008-10-02

this book takes a lofty vision of recovery and of a life in the community for every
adult with a serious mental illness promised by the u s president s 2003 new freedom
commission on mental health and shows the reader what is entailed in making this
vision a reality beginning with the historical context of the recovery movement and
its recent emergence on the center stage of mental health policy around the world
the authors then clarify various definitions of mental health recovery and address
the most common misconceptions of recovery held by skeptical practitioners and
worried families with this framework in place the authors suggest fundamental
principles for recovery oriented care a set of concrete practice guidelines
developed in and for the field a recovery guide model of practice as an alternative
to clinical case management and tools to self assess the recovery orientation of
practices and practitioners in doing so this volume represents the first book to go
beyond the rhetoric of recovery to its implementation in everyday practice much of
this work was developed with the state of connecticut s department of mental health
and addiction services helping the state to win a 1 ranking in the recent nami
report card on state mental health authorities since initial development of these
principles guidelines and tools in connecticut the authors have become increasingly
involved in refining and tailoring this approach for other systems of care around
the globe as more and more governments ministry leaders system managers
practitioners and people with serious mental illnesses and their families embrace
the need to transform mental health services to promote recovery and community
inclusion if you ve wondered what all of the recent to do has been about with the
notion of recovery in mental health this book explains it in addition it gives you
an insider s view of the challenges and strategies involved in transforming to
recovery and a road map to follow on the first few steps down this exciting
promising and perhaps long overdue path

The Palgrave Handbook of the Vampire
2013-04-15

to defeat her enemies she must make them immortal only men are allowed into the
wells of vision but cara s mother defies this edict and is killed but not before
returning with a vision of terrible and wonderful things that are to come and all
because of five year old cara years later evil destroys the rest of cara s family in
a rage cara uses magic to transform herself into a male warrior but she finds that
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to defeat her enemies she must break the cycle of violence not continue it as cara s
mother s vision of destiny is fulfilled the wonderful follows the terrible and a
quest for revenge becomes a quest for eternal life

A Practical Guide to Recovery-Oriented Practice: Tools
for Transforming Mental Health Care
2013-06-15

pushes urban fantasy noir to its logical extreme by casting the resurrected body of
christ now called cross as an angel slaying wise cracking antihero publishers weekly
for thousands of years cross has wandered the earth a mortal soul trapped in the
undying body left behind by christ he s been a thief a con man a soldier and a
drunkard he s fought as a slave in the colosseum and as a knight at king arthur s
side but now he must play the part of reluctant hero as an angel comes to him for
help finding the mona lisa the real mona lisa that inspired the painting cross s
quest takes him into a secret world within our own populated by characters just as
strange and wondrous as he is haunted by memories of penelope the only woman he
truly loved he wants to avenge her death at the hands of his ancient enemy judas a
forgotten god from an ancient time the angel promises to deliver judas to cross but
nothing is ever what it seems when judas is involved and when a group of renegade
angels looking for a new holy war show up things truly go to hell a deliriously
unhinged roller coaster of a novel blending fantasy history horror and humour with
the aplomb of an overfull blender but all of it smarter than it truly has any right
or need to be national post sweeps you up with its gallows humour whether you re
revelling in the pleasures of two fisted angel punching action or the cleverly
rendered language quill quire takes urban fantasy to a different level with this
tale of conspiracy and confession library journal

The Warrior Who Carried Life
2013

as a subject area of inquiry and research fear of crime and punitiveness have played
an increasingly important role in criminology since the early 1990s and emanating
largely from within the united states there has been a growing body of research as
well as increased attention given to the subject by the media and policy makers in
part triggered by the fact that the unites states has the highest imprisonment rate
approx 780 100 000 in 2012 in the western world and still has the death penalty in
most states increasing attention has been paid to the impact of peoples perceptions
of crime their fear of possible victimization and their sense of punitivity to wards
offenders and although the body of literature on fear of crime and puntivity has
been growing there still remain many regions and countries of the world where there
is a dearth of such research this collection includes several of the countries where
such research represents the first of its kind the reader will be provided a broad
overview of the subject and presented with varied observations about fear of crime
and punitivity from different parts of the world as the project represents a novel
and exploratory venture into the subject area the collective content provided in
this collection will hopefully also serve to advance future research and inform
sentencing policy and initiatives to address fear of crime this volume includes
seven comparable reports in which the contributors used a common standardized survey
to collect data on fear of crime and punitivity among post secondary students the
countries represent a cross section of different legal political and cultural
systems the countries also vary in their degree of criminal justice development and
in terms of the rights of victims in each of the contribu tions the author s provide
an overview of their country before discussing the results of the survey they
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administered the articles are prepared in a manner that allow varying degrees of
comparison as well as recommendations for the future di rection of this relatively
new area of international inquiry cover

The Mona Lisa Sacrifice
2001

additional written evidence is contained in volume 3 available on the committee
website at parliament uk homeaffairscom

Fear of Crime and Punitiveness
2011-12-22

covering a range of issues which players fans and administrators will have to
confront this study looks at the impact of global marketing industries shareholding
and the financial powers of mass media

What Do I Read Next?
2000

building on the success of its groundbreaking predecessor winner of the queer horror
award and a finalist for a spectrum award and two lambda literary awards this second
volume includes new work by the stars of the first volume featured are international
horror guild award winners gemma files and michael marano bram stoker award winners
david nickle and edo van belkom screenwriter ron oliver and aurora and nebula award
winner robert j sawyer alongside fresh new talent and a new story by internationally
acclaimed horror writer poppy z brite

Policing large scale disorder
2002

fifteen of the biggest names in weird literature come together to pay tribute to
hellboy and the characters of mike mignola s award winning line of books assembled
by joe golem and baltimore co writer christopher golden and featuring illustrations
by mike mignola and chris priestley the anthology boasts fifteen original stories by
the best in horror fantasy and science fiction including seanan mcguire october daye
series chelsea cain heartsick jonathan maberry joe ledger series and more the new
writer of hellboy and the b p r d izombie co creator chris roberson pitches in as
well and chris priestley tales of terror provides a story and an illustration each
story illustrated by mike mignola

The Future of Football
2017-11-21

after the terrible losses of the great war twenty years later the second world war
resulted in the death of some of the finest sporting icons this book honors the
ninety international rugby players who lost their lives fifteen were scottish
fourteen english eleven welsh and eight irish australia and new zealand suffered
with ten and two internationals killed respectively and france eight germany topped
the list with nineteen in the same way that the authors best selling into touch
remembered the 130 internationals lost in the first world war final scrum gives an
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individual biography of each of the ninety with their international and club playing
record as well as their backgrounds details of their military careers and
circumstances of their death we learn where they are buried or commemorated together
with at least one photograph of each player rugby enthusiasts will find this book a
fascinating and moving record of the sacrifice of the finest young men of their
generation who fought in the second worldwide conflict of the 20th century

Queer Fear II
2018-02-28

she was a virgin kirsten bond was a mother by virtue of adopting her late sister s
child no one knew jeffrey wasn t really hers and she vowed never to reveal that his
father was actually rowe sevrin viscount aragon but then she was assigned to work
with the handsome viscount and she found herself falling for the enemy and a mother
rowe was puzzled by the flame haired beauty s mixture of innocence and passion as a
mother how could she be as inexperienced as she seemed nor could he deny the bond
that immediately formed between him and jeffrey or his striking resemblance to the
boy still rowe knew he never could have forgotten a woman like kirsten or could he

Hellboy: An Assortment of Horrors
2014-06-15

this is a complete revision of the author s 1993 mcfarland book television specials
that not only updates entries contained within that edition but adds numerous
programs not previously covered including beauty pageants parades awards programs
broadway and opera adaptations musicals produced especially for television holiday
specials e g christmas and new year s eve the early 1936 1947 experimental specials
honors specials in short this is a reference work to 5 336 programs the most
complete source for television specials ever published

Final Scrum
1968

the finest exponents of horror fiction writing today neil gaiman china mieville
ramsey campbell kim newman graham joyce paul mccauley stephen gallagher caitlin r
kiernan basil cooper glen hirshberg jay russell feature in the world s premier
annual horror anthology series another bumper showcase devoted exclusively to
excellence in macabre fiction to accompany the very best in short stories and
novellas is the year s most comprehensive horror overview and contacts listing as
well as a fascinating necrology

The Viscount & The Virgin
2013-07-03

presents fourteen horror stories by various authors including a car haunted by a hit
and run victim a transparent anorexic and a real monster under the bed

Catalog of Copyright Entries
1893

this book is about weather extremes in the united kingdom it presents fascinating
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and detailed insights into tornadoes supercell and non supercell tornadoes
historical and contemporary case studies frequency and spatial distributions and
unique data on extreme events thunderstorms epic event analysis and observing
hailstorms intensity distributions and frequency of high magnitude events lightning
lightning as a hazard impacts and injuries ball lightning definitions impacts and
case studies flooding historical and contemporary analysis extreme rainfall and
flash flooding snowfalls heavy snowfall days and events it also looks at researching
weather extremes provides guidance on performing post storm site investigations and
details what is involved in severe weather forecasting it is written by members
directors and past and present heads of the research group the tornado and storm
research organisation torro with fifteen chapters thematically arranged and data
appendix including a new tornado map of the u k this book presents a wealth of
information on meteorological extremes this volume is aimed primarily at researchers
in the field of meteorology and climatology but will also be of interest to advanced
undergraduate students taking relevant courses in this area

LGBT Themes in Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
2012-03-01

god gave dominion over his creation to adam but it was lost due to sin that s why a
new sinless adam was needed that new adam is jesus christ the dominion mandate to
fill the earth and subdue it is now christ s mandate the church often referred to as
the bride and body of christ is the physical means through which our lord operates
in the world and carries out his mission but the mandate like the first adam before
him is his the church the bride the new and resurrected eve is to assist and obey
him in everything responding to him with faith the bible is not a religious manual
informing us what doctrines to believe to be saved the bible is a completed work
detailing and describing for us the heirs of god s creation the fate of the world
that existed before and the divine principles upon which christ will advance his
everlasting kingdom the father did not send his son to replace an old outdated
religion with a new and better religion god sent his son to raise the dead to life
to restore a broken relationship between god and man and to remake mankind into his
image with his spirit united with our spirit in these mortal bodies humanity is to
exhibit his divine attributes through acts of love wisdom holiness justice goodness
and truth transforming the entire world in the process that is the whole point of
christianity in covenant of dominion the salvation of the world in christ g michael
rowe explains the proper context that brings the new testament into focus and can
dispel the many doctrinal issues that are dividing the church the proper context is
preterism the framework for understanding the dominion mandate and the destiny of
the church is the covenant

Television Specials
2002

this book explores the key issues of racism anti racism and identity in british
football it relates the history of black players in the game analyses the racism
they have experienced and evaluates the efficacy of anti racist campaigns the
efficacy of the policing of racism is also assessed the nationalism and xenophobia
evident in much of the media s coverage of major tournaments is highlighted in the
context of the way that english scottish and welsh identities are constructed within
british football
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A Midsummer-night's Dream
2016-01-12

in 2008 the broadcast networks cable channels and syndication produced nearly 1 100
new and continuing entertainment programs the most original productions in one year
since the medium first took hold in 1948 this reference book covers all the first
run entertainment programs broadcast over the airwaves and on cable from january 1
through december 31 2008 including series specials miniseries made for television
movies pilot films internet series and specialized series those broadcast on gay and
lesbian channels alphabetically arranged entries provide storylines performer
character casts production credits day month year broadcast dates type length
network s and review excerpts
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